Rebranding Calendar

December 13-26
Documentum - Content Frozen
Visual identity and references to UMR being removed from content

December 17-January 11
Desktop - Mac CLC updates
No visible change in machine behavior

December 17-January 11
Desktop - Unix CLC updates
No visible change in machine behavior

December 17-January 11
Desktop - Windows CLC Updates
AFS CLCs converted to DFS
Application updates necessary for Spring semester

December 20
Email default reply-to changes to joeminer@mst.edu
mst.edu becomes primary domain

January 7-18
IT Desktop Computer Object Migration - Pilot

January 8- March 4
Wireless/VPN Service Transition
Both MST and UMR wireless networks in service

January 18
Decision Point: Campus Computer Object Migration
Scheduling decision for campus computer object migration based on Pilot outcomes.

January 21- March 2
Campus Desktop Computer Object Migration

March 3-16
CLC/TLS Computer Object Migration
CLC/TLS will need to be closed during migration – opportunity to migrate highly utilized TLS’s during spring recess to minimize impact to users

March 13-16
IT User Object Migration - Pilot

March 21
Decision Point: User Object Migrations
Determine schedule based on Pilot outcomes

**March 23**
All Macs must be rebuilt by this date
Computer Object Migration must be complete

**March 24**
All Users User Object Migration
All CLC and Desktop Machines will have to be off at this point.
Note: This is during the week of Spring Break
All desktops will need to be off during this migration. Systems that are on and in use during the migration will experience errors and may require IT intervention to correct. If possible, migration will start after business hours.

**July 31**
Turn off UMR domain.

**August 1 - December 1**
Monitor umr.edu domain to identify issues